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Union National Secretary Graham Cooke 

Affco Holdings, the meat company owned by Talley's Group, demanded that 

the Meatworkers Union cease badmouthing members of the Talley family as 

a precondition of resuming contract negotiations at its Land Meats 

subsidiary, an Employment Relations Authority ruling says. 

The determination, dated September 22, says Land Meat (LMNZ) breached 

its duty of good faith to the union and imposed a fine of $15,000 and ordered the company to use its 

best endeavours to begin the process of bargaining in an effective and efficient manner. It is the 

latest in a long-running battle between the union and meat companies controlled by Talley's Group 

over collective contracts. 

The dispute dates back to the Land Meat NZ Limited Slaughter Collective Employment Contract 

2013-2014 which expired on July 1, 2014, and the union lodged proceedings with the ERA in 

November 2015. The parties were unable to resolve their differences in mediation. The 

determination accepts that John Woodhead, the union's Whanganui branch secretary, made 

multiple attempts to get negotiations started, including "a dozen" calls to the manager to LMNZ's 

Whanganui plant manager John Fitness, and meetings arranged with Affco director Dane Gerrard, 

who then failed to turn up. 

The company had sent a bargaining process agreement (BPA) to the union in June last year but the 

union didn't accept its conditions. Then in August 2015, counsel for LMNZ Graham Malone wrote to 

Woodhead saying the union had acted in bad faith against Affco and its subsidiaries in the previous 

18 months including comments from Graham Cooke, national secretary of the NZ Meat Workers and 

Related Trades Union, that conditions at Affco plants were "third world." 

Mr Woodhead took this to be an attempt "to draw in the applicant's Wanganui branch into the 

other disputes between the applicant and Affco Group," the determination says. The demand that 

the union cease making derogatory media releases, including on social media, were raised again by 

Mr Gerard in a reworked BPA sent to the union in May this year. 

In his brief of evidence, Cooke alleged the company's "anti-union strategy" was due to Talley's Group 

joint managing director and shareholder Michael Talley. He had either personally or through the 

companies he controlled "systematically and knowingly ignored and violated employment law" and 

the Talley's regarded penalties imposed "simply as part of the cost of implementing this strategy of 

de-unionising their workplace" and "a general business expense," Mr Cooke claimed. 

"They continually and routinely breach employment law in complete disregard to the court's rulings, 

and constantly devise new ways to circumvent very simple and basic employment rights," Mr Cooke 

said in his brief of evidence. 

Appearing before the ERA, Gerard referred to media reports citing the union making "malicious" and 

"derogatory" statements about Affco, Talleys and the Talley family. 



QC Peter Churchman, for the union, said the company displayed "calculated, cynical behaviour 

which demonstrates contempt for the law" while Mr Malone for the company argued it had used 

"best endeavours" to resume negotiations and saying the union's Woodhead had only made two 

enquiries about bargaining during the period in question. 

However, ERA member Trish MacKinnon said she preferred Mr Woodhead's evidence of numerous 

attempts to contact the company including about a dozen calls. 

She noted "an inexplicably lengthy period of non-responsiveness" by LMNZ and wasn't satisfied the 

company used its best endeavours to enter into a BPA. 

"It is well known that LMNZ's parent company and the union have other proceedings before the 

authority as well as the Employment Court and the Court of Appeal," Ms MacKinnon says in the 

determination. " However, these are not valid reasons for these proceedings to be used as an excuse 

to avoid bargaining for a new LMNZ collective agreement." 

She called the company's insistence that the union refrain from derogatory media releases "a 

significant and unreasonable stumbling block." 

"LMNZ's failure to engage in any meaningful way with the union over a BPA after the union had 

initiated bargaining was a deliberate, serious and sustained breach of good faith over a period of 

several months," she said. "I find the imposition of a penalty is justified." She declined a union 

request that it receive part of the fine to cover its costs. 

(BusinessDesk) Copyright NBR. Cannot be reproduced without permission. 
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More bad faith from a Talley’s owned meat company 

The Employment Relations Authority has found the Talley’s owned meat company NZ Land Meats 

(NZLM) breached good faith by trying to silence workers and their union. 

This follows other legal decisions against Talley’s owned AFFCO and South Pacific Meats, says the NZ 

Meat Workers Union (MWU). 

“The MWU has tried to negotiate with NZLM for more than two years, but the company has offered 

nothing but stalling tactics,” says Graham Cooke, National Secretary.  

“Among other demands, NZLM wanted the MWU to agree to making no social media or media 

comment about Talley’s owned companies and their shareholders before it would even conclude the 

preliminary process. 

“We said that was unreasonable, and the Authority has agreed. 

“This isn’t the first time a Talley’s owned company has tried to gag the MWU. Workers have been 

published for things as simple as distributing a newsletter.” 

AFFCO Talley’s have taken a separate action seeking to suppress all social media, media and web 

comment against AFFCO, its shareholders and parent company which they consider “derogatory”. 

The Employment Authority decision says any such restriction would be unreasonable. 

The Authority found that NZLM’s failure to engage in any meaningful way with the union over a 

bargaining process agreement was a deliberate, serious and sustained breach of good faith over a 

period of several months and fined the company $15,000. 

“We are ready, willing and able to bargain as soon as possible at NZLM, as we have been in all 

Talley’s owned companies. We hope this decision means MWU members will at last see some 

progress,” Mr Cooke says. 

ENDS 

http://info.scoop.co.nz/Meat_Workers_Union
http://www.scoop.co.nz/
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Kate Pereyra Garcia Reporter @k8chap 

kate.pereyra@radionz.co.nz  

Meat processor AFFCO is being accused of American-style 

union busting after it was fined $15,000 by the Employment 

Relations Authority. 

Photo: RNZ / Kim Baker Wilson 

It is the latest development in an ongoing spat between the Talley's 

owned AFFCO and the Meatworkers Union. 

The union took AFFCO's Whanganui-based subsidiary Land Meat New 

Zealand to the Employment Relations Authority (ERA) over its refusal 

to agree on a process for renegotiating a collective contract which expired in 2014. 

The union told ERA it had contacted Land Meat New Zealand numerous times in an attempt to begin 

negotiations. 

Land Meat New Zealand said the union itself had acted in bad faith by making negative public 

comments about AFFCO. 

ERA found Land Meat New Zealand had breached its duty of good faith. 

It ordered the company to set out a process for negotiations within six weeks, and also fined the 

company $15,000. 

Meatworkers Union national secretary Graham Cooke said the refusal to agree on a process to 

negotiate was the latest in a long line of stalling tactics used by the Talley's Group. 

"The Talley's [Group] are determined not to negotiate a collective agreement and therefore 

negotiate a pay increase of better terms and conditions of employment." 

The company wanted workers on individual contracts so it could change employment conditions 

when it suited them, Mr Cooke said. 

He said it was using stalling tactics similar to those used against unions in the US. 

AFFCO general manager Andy Leonard said the company believed the union breached good faith 

requirements by making "defamatory and derogatory" comments about it. 

"We remain of that view. The union's view that they are free to publish whatever misleading and 

damaging remarks they choose is not one supported by the [law]." 

AFFCO is taking separate legal action against the union for its comments regarding the company. 
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Max Towle Employment Reporter @maxbentleytowle 

max.towle@radionz.co.nz  

A stoush between the Meat Workers Union and AFFCO Talleys over what 

the union can say about the company online is heading to the Employment 

Court. 

AFFCO is taking the Meat Workers Union to the Employment Court. Photo: RNZ / Kim Baker Wilson 

The meat company wanted the union to stop posting what it described as "unbalanced, misleading, 

untruthful and/or derogatory" comments, which breached the duty of good faith, it said. 

The posts were published on Twitter and a union-managed website, jobsthatcount.com. 

There were 32 tweets that AFFCO complained about, including several about Talleys Group owner 

and managing director Sir Peter Talley. 

The union said the claims against it were "frivolous" and should be thrown out. 

However, the Employment Relations Authority ruled the Employment Court should hear the matter. 

The tweets listed in the authority's ruling (PDF, 250KB) include: 

Meat Workers Union organiser Darien Fenton said if AFFCO was successful it would have a chilling 

effect, as it would effectively gag the union from campaigning. 

"We've had 18 months of hell for workers," she said. 

"Workers and delegates have been locked out and sacked, bargaining has broken down, it's an 

ongoing series of problems that never seem to get anywhere ... you can't say let's all be nice about it 

when the company doesn't come to the relationship with clean hands." 

The union was always careful when commenting online, Ms Fenton said. 

The authority did not make a ruling on the nature of the posts, but found there was justification for 

the Employment Court to settle the matter. 

"Publications about Sir Peter Talley and his knighthood might be publications that undermine his 

position," the decision said. 

"They might also, in some cases, be seen as publications which, as he is someone who is seen as an 

owner of AFFCO or at least influential in the management of AFFCO, might undermine AFFCO's 

position vis-à-vis its employees or even undermine its position in relation to ongoing collective 

bargaining." 

There are similar proceedings before the Employment Court about what statements the union could 

make in the media. 
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meat company owned by Talley's Group, demanded that the Meatworkers Union 

cease badmouthing members of the Talley family as a precondition of resuming contract negotiations at its Land Meats 

subsidiary, an Employment Relations Authority ruling says. 

The determination, dated Sept. 22, says Land Meat (LMNZ) breached its duty of good faith to the union and imposed a 

fine of $15,000 and ordered the company to use its best endeavours to begin the process of bargaining in an effective 

and efficient manner. It is the latest in a long-running battle between the union and meat companies controlled by 

Talley's Group over collective contracts. 

The dispute dates back to the Land Meat New Zealand Limited Slaughter Collective Employment Contract 2013-2014 

which expired on July 1, 2014, and the union lodged proceedings with the ERA in November 2015. Mediation failed to 

resolve differences. The determination accepts that John Woodhead, the union's Whanganui branch secretary, made 

multiple attempts to get negotiations started, including "a dozen" calls to the manager to LMNZ's Whanganui plant 

manager John Fitness, and meetings arranged with Affco director Dane Gerrard, who then failed to turn up. 

The company had sent a bargaining process agreement (BPA) to the union in June last year but the union didn't accept 

its conditions. Then in August 2015, counsel for LMNZ Graham Malone wrote to Woodhead saying the union had acted 

in bad faith against Affco and its subsidiaries in the previous 18 months including comments from Graham Cooke, 

national secretary of the NZ Meat Workers and Related Trades Union, that conditions at Affco plants were "third world".  

Woodhead took this to be an attempt "to draw in the applicant's Wanganui Branch into the other disputes between the 

applicant and Affco Group," the determination says. The demand that the union cease making derogatory media 

releases, including on social media, were raised again by Affco's Gerard in a reworked BPA sent to the union in May this 

year. 

In his brief of evidence, Cooke alleged the company's "anti-union strategy" was due to Talley's Group joint managing 

director and shareholder Michael Talley. He had either personally or through the companies he controlled 

"systematically and knowingly ignored and violated employment law" and the Talley's regarded penalties imposed 

"simply as part of the cost of implementing this strategy of de-unionising their workplace" and "a general business 

expense", Cooke claimed. 

"They continually and routinely breach employment law in complete disregard to the court's rulings, and constantly 

devise new ways to circumvent very simple and basic employment rights," Cooke said in his brief of evidence.  

Appearing before the ERA, Gerard referred to media reports citing the union making "malicious" and "derogatory" 

statements about Affco, Talleys and the Talley family. 

Peter Churchman QC for the union said the company displayed "calculated, cynical behaviour which demonstrates 

contempt for the law", while Malone for the company argued it had used "best endeavours" to resume negotiations and 

saying the union's Woodhead had only made two enquiries about bargaining during the period in question. 

However, ERA member Trish MacKinnon said she preferred Woodhead's evidence of numerous attempts to contact the 

company including about a dozen calls. She noted "an inexplicably lengthy period of non-responsiveness" by LMNZ and 

wasn't satisfied the company used its best endeavours to enter into a BPA. 

"It is well known that LMNZ's parent company and the union have other proceedings before the authority as well as the 

Employment Court and the Court of Appeal," MacKinnon says in the determination. " However, these are not valid 

reasons for these proceedings to be used as an excuse to avoid bargaining for a new LMNZ collective agreement." She 

called the company's insistence that the union refrain from derogatory media releases "a significant and unreasonable 

stumbling block." "LMNZ's failure to engage in any meaningful way with the union over a BPA after the union had 

initiated bargaining was a deliberate, serious and sustained breach of good faith over a period of several months," she 

said. "I find the imposition of a penalty is justified." She declined a union request that it receive part of the fine to cover 

its costs. (BusinessDesk) 
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